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 In early 2009, the Panorama 1453 Museum opened in Istanbul, Turkey: a 
monumental 360-degree panorama painting depicting the critical moment when Otto-
man forces charged through the broken Byzantine fortifications to vanquish the imper-
iled empire. The museum came into being with generous financial backing from city 
and national governments, both led by the right-leaning, pro-Islamic Justice and De-
velopment Party (AKP is the Turkish abbreviation). While Turkish Republican iden-
tity has largely been negotiated in contra-distinction to its Ottoman predecessor, this 
museum demonstrates the program of the AKP to reconcile these historical narratives, 
thereby creating a national memory to be projected onto the built environment of Is-
tanbul. Framing this museum simultaneously within the discourses of Turkish identity 
politics, urban history, and the medium of panorama painting, I will argue that the 
Panorama 1453 Museum represents a state-backed initiative to instruct contemporary 
Turkish subjects on how to interpret the Byzantine ruins that continue to dominate the 
urban landscape of contemporary Istanbul.

 In her 1994 book, The City of Collective Memory, Christine Boyer elucidates 
the historical intersection of memory, urbanity, and identity. Drawing from the writ-
ing of an early twentieth century French urbanist, Marcel Poëte, she notes that the 
persistence of architectural structures across time renders them repositories of collec-
tively generated memories, beliefs, and traditions. Poëte, like other contemporaneous 
urbanists, held that “places and monuments transfer meaning and knowledge across 
generations, indeed that these artifacts actually generate memory and inscribe civic 
conduct.”1 Such meaning, Boyer notes, is socially constructed but also constructs peo-
ple socially: they link people through the sharing of traditions and beliefs. Not merely 
the repository for abstracted historical facts, buildings take on living memories that we 
feel a part of and are defined by.2

1) M. Christine Boyer, The City of Collective Memory: Its Historical Imagery and Architectural 
Entertainments, (MIT Press: Boston, 1994), 17.
2) Boyer, 26.
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 Expounding on this relationship between space and memory, Edward Said 
has articulated how states, not blind to the coercive or consciousness-altering potential 
of spatial discourses, have promulgated “invented memory of the past as a way of cre-
ating a new sense of identity for ruler and ruled.”3 People gravitate towards these nar-
ratives, he argues, to make sense of the world, the nation, and the spaces they inhabit. 
Citing the instructive example of Jerusalem, he observes how a single geographic unit 
can resonate with a cacophony of divergent Jewish, Muslim, and Christian historical 
narratives and symbolic associations.4 For Said, memory and geography are inextrica-
bly tied to the desire for conquest and domination.5

 This relationship between history, space, memory, and power was certainly 
not lost on the leaders of the AKP as they pushed for the creation of the Panorama 
1453 Museum. A cursory survey of Istanbul’s recent history suggests that the museum 
has emerged in the context of a national discussion about what sort of country Turkey 
is, with Istanbul as the metonymic icon of the nation.

 The walls still standing beyond the Panorama 1453 Museum were first con-
structed in the fifth century during the reign of Byzantine Emperor Theodosius II.6 
With the exception of the Fourth Crusade (1202 CE), these ramparts successfully 
deflected a millennium of attempted sieges by peoples as diverse as the Persians (626 
CE), the Arabs (674 CE), and the Russians (860 CE), in addition to weathering the re-
gion’s sometimes devastating earthquakes.7 The age of gunpowder, however, rendered 
the fortifications practically obsolete.

On May 29, 1453, after decades of chipping away at the Byzantine frontier, 
Mehmet II led the Ottoman army in a multi-front siege of the city.  While the battle 
was just one among many in a long string of Ottoman victories in the fifteenth century, 
it has lived on in the imaginarium of people on both sides of the Mediterranean, in part 
because of the siege’s spectacular nature. In addition to employing some of the largest 
cannons the world had ever seen, Mehmet II ordered his troops to carry warships over 
the hill where Taksim Square is currently located, to the inlet of the Golden Horn, so 
as to avoid the defensive chain that had deterred naval attacks for centuries.8

 Ottoman historians chronicling the event framed it as the fulfillment of a 
ḥadīth attributed to the Prophet Muhammad presaging the capture of the city by Mus-
lim forces.9 Over time, the narrative of the siege took on apocryphal dimensions that 
firmly placed the siege within the chronology of important Islamic events. The city 
itself had already earned that reputation in the late seventh century with the failed at-
3) Edward Said, “Invention, Memory, and Place.” Landscape and Power, Ed. W.J.T. Mitchell, (The 
University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 2002), 244. 
4) Said, 246.
5) Said, 247.
6) Zeynep Çelik, The Remaking of Istanbul: Portrait of an Ottoman City in the 19th Century, (University of 
California Press: Berkeley, 1986), 17.
7) Stephen Turnbull, The Walls of Constantinople AD 324-1453, (Osprey Publishing: New York, 2004), 8-9.
8) Franz Babinger, Mehmed the Conqueror and His Time, (Princeton University Press: Princeton, 1978), 
78, 88.
9) Babinger, 85.
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tempt to take the city, led by one of the Prophet’s personal companions: his standard 
bearer Eyüb el Ensari (d. 674).  According to legend, Mehmet II saw his troops’ mo-
rale waning during the battle to take Constantinople and asked a solider to seek out 
Eyüb el Ensari’s tomb, which had never been discovered. Miraculously, the soldier 
found it and instantaneously the troops regained composure, knowing that God was 
on their side.10 Subsequently, Ottoman Sultans after Mehmet II included a ceremonial 
visit to Eyüb el Ensari’s tomb as part of their coronation.11 The credulity of the ḥadīth 
and this sultanic legend is of no consequence.12 They served to legitimate the power of 
the Ottoman Empire by incorporating its history within Islamic eschatology.

Like other leaders tasked with state-building projects in the twentieth cen-
tury, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and the founders of the Turkish Republic established 
the nation in what Homi Babha called “double time:” simultaneously something radi-
cally new, departing from the Ottoman state, but also deeply rooted in the past and 
tradition.13  This refashioning of history had serious implications for Atatürk’s vision 
for the new Turkish state, which was articulated dramatically in the structure of urban 
space. New public plazas dotted Turkish cityscapes with statues of Atatürk at their 
centers.14 Istanbul, possessing too many physical remnants of Turkey’s Ottoman and 
Islamic past for the Kemalist state to contend with, was abandoned for a new capital 
with no such heritage: Ankara.15

To aid in the reformation of Turkey’s urban spaces, the republic commis-
sioned Western European planners to draft holistic city plans. Le Corbusier’s 1933 
plan involved maintaining the historical integrity of the space within the Theodosian 
walls and only planning new developments beyond them. He later called this plan “the 
most strategic mistake” of his life, “foolishly” suggesting that Atatürk leave the city 
“in the dirt and dust of centuries.”16 Instead, state officials opted for Henri Prost’s plan, 
which established the Theodosian walls as a public gathering place and promenade.17 
Murat Gül suggests that Prost’s plan demonstrated his interest in emphasizing the 
Greco-Roman heritage of the city. This reading of the space fit comfortably with the 
Kemalist program of downplaying the city’s Ottoman past.18

The United States’ Marshall Plan had unintended consequences for Turkey’s 
cities in the middle of the twentieth century. Marshall Plan aid, intended to pull Turkey 
away from the allure of Soviet influence, was directed mainly towards modernizing 
10) Babinger, 112-3.
11) Ebru Boyar and Kate Fleet, A Social History of Ottoman Istanbul, (Cambridge University Press: New 
York, 2010), 53.
12) Babinger, 85, 112.
13) Alev Çinar, “National History as a Contested Site: The Conquest of Istanbul and the Negotiations of the 
Nation,” Comparative Studies in Society and History, Vol. 43, No. 2 (April, 2001), 367.
14) Alev Çinar, Modernity, Islam and Secularism in Turkey: Bodies, Places, and Time, (University of 
Minnesota Press: Minneapolis, 2005), 100.
15) Murat Gül, The Emergence of Modern Istanbul: Transformation and Modernization of a City, (I.B. 
Tauris: New York, 2009), 85; Çinar, Modernity, 104, 111.
16) Gül, 95.
17) Gül, 98, 106. 
18) Gül, 119.
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Turkey’s agriculture and transportation infrastructure.19 This made farms less labor 
dependent and sent thousands of people from the countryside into the city looking 
for better opportunities.20 Istanbul, not properly equipped to handle a new influx of 
residents, began tolerating slum cities beyond the city walls called gecekondular, or 
“night settlements.”21 Most of these new city dwellers came from the country’s south-
east, bringing with them provincial tastes and traditions that some in the city found 
backwards.22

 This was the situation that Turkey’s first democratically elected Prime Minis-
ter, Adnan Menderes, inherited when he took office in 1950. Menderes’ mildly Islamic 
Democratic Party blamed the Republican Party, to which Atatürk belonged, for not 
devoting enough administrative attention to Istanbul.23 Menderes attempted to win the 
support of ordinary Turks by casting himself as Mehmet II, set on leading a “second 
conquest” of Istanbul and then to secular Ankara. To this end, Menderes led a cam-
paign to restore Istanbul’s Ottoman historical sites. He opened up the Ottoman sultans’ 
tombs for public visitation. Myths were circulated that he would ride to the tombs at 
dawn on a white steed like the one Mehmet II rode when surveying the conquered 
capital.24

For Menderes, the recapture of Istanbul also meant dramatic changes to the 
urban fabric of the city that have earned him the reputation of being Turkey’s Hauss-
mann.25 Large historical sections of the city were torn down to make way for new 
arteries of automobile traffic and public squares.26 The state covertly instigated a riot 
against Galata’s remaining Greek inhabitants, leading to tremendous violence and the 
gradual Turkification of the neighborhood.27 But despite his efforts, at the end of the 
1950s, Menderes felt that the city was still in shambles and the people still discon-
nected from their past. Looking at the crumbling Theodosian walls, he is reported to 
have said, “I assure you I feel shame and pain that we don’t appreciate the value of 
these beautiful monuments in the spiritual presence of our ancestors.”28 

As late as the 1970s, observers noted that the Theodosian walls were gar-
risoned by squatters and vagrants. Tanneries and other noxious businesses still pol-
luted the area as they had for centuries.29 Preservation of the walls began in earnest 
in the 1980s but it still had a reputation for delinquency. Despite efforts at turning the 
entirety of the historic peninsula into a “historic mall,” the site remained a peripheral 
space, an edge to the city.30

19) Gül, 123.
20) Gül, 124.
21) Gül, 125.
22) Çinar, “National History,” 386.
23) Gül, 127, 133.
24) Gül, 131.
25) Gül, 3, 160.
26) Gül, 151.
27) Gül, 141.
28) Gül, 160.
29) Hilary Sumner-Boyd and John Freely, Strolling through Istanbul, (Red House: Istanbul, 1997), 370-1.
30) Funda Baş Bütüner, “Old City Walls,” Public Istanbul: Spaces and Spheres of the Urban, eds. Frank 
Eckardt and Kathrin Wildner, (Transaction: New Brunswick, 2008), 156-7.
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Politically, the later twentieth century was tumultuous. For many in Turkey, 
the 1961 execution of Menderes marred the reputation of the military and the Kemal-
ist ideology they supported.31 As the urban population continued to boom, new and 
diverse constituencies found their beliefs unsupported by the fragile political structure 
constantly policed by the military. Between the 1960s and 1980s, a flurry of political 
parties, some fiercely secular and others varying degrees of Islamist, jockeyed for 
power as inflation continued to rise and urban unrest escalated.32 Into the 1990s, the 
military continued to suppress political parties with even discretely Islamic underpin-
nings. One such party was Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s Refah Party.

In 1994, Erdoğan ran for the mayoral office of Istanbul on a campaign of 
“reconquering Istanbul.”33 His party had sponsored annual commemorations of the 
siege of Constantinople that included reenactments of Ottoman troops carrying boats 
over the Galata hill. Subsequently, an actor playing Mehmet II paraded into the city 
as Turkish, and not Ottoman, flags were hoisted. Meanwhile, Mehmet II held aloft the 
official thumbs-up hand gesture of the Refah party as a woman, posing as a conquered 
Byzantine subject, presented the sultan with flowers.34 The commemoration of the 
May 29 Ottoman victory had been a sparsely attended affair until the Refah Party 
resurrected it in this spectacular guise.35

Like Menderes before, Erdoğan attempted to reassert Ottoman and Islamic 
heritage on the continuum of Turkish national memory. As Islamist newspapers de-
scribed Istanbul as a lost city in search of its identity, Erdoğan promised to reclaim the 
city from the clutches of secularism and Westernization marked by the city’s drinking 
culture and discos.36 The new city government pushed for the biggest mosque in the 
Middle East to be constructed in the heart of Taksim Square, the heart of Istanbul’s 
secular nightclub and shopping district.37 On Çamlica Hill, the site of a park with 
a commanding view of the city, Erdoğan’s government remodeled the park’s café 
as an Ottoman tea house, removed alcoholic drinks from the menu, and installed a 
soundtrack of Ottoman classical music instead of Western pieces.38 The Kemalists in 
national government did not ignore this activity. In 1997, the National Security coun-
cil shut down Erdoğan and disbanded his Refah party in the middle of a speech about 
the right of Turks to openly practice Islam guaranteed by Mehmet II.39

In 2002, Erdoğan reemerged with the new AKP, made up of the leftovers 
of the Refah and other right-of-center political parties, and swept the parliamentary 
31) William L. Cleveland, A History of the Modern Middle East, (Westview: Boulder, 2004), Cleveland, 281.
32) Cleveland, 283-5. To clarify, I employ the word “Islamist” to delineate political parties that frame their 
politics in an Islamic vernacular, in the same way we might call Denmark’s Christian Democratic Party 
“Christianist.”
33) Çinar, “National History,” 382.
34) Çinar, “National History,” 364, 375-8.
35) Çinar, “National History,” 366.
36) Çinar, “National History,” 384, 383.
37) Çinar, Modernity, 112, 115.
38) Çinar, Modernity, 128-9.
39) Çinar, “National History,” 387.
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elections.40 Since then, the AKP has maintained a stronghold on power with party 
members occupying the presidency, prime ministership, and Istanbul mayoral seats. 
It is in this context of debate about Turkish identity, often articulated in the built 
environment of Istanbul, that the AKP-led government sponsored the creation of the 
Panorama 1453 Museum.

The Theodosian walls still occupy a liminal space in the fabric of the city. 
Despite recent planning initiatives to ban construction around the walls and extensive 
restoration efforts, light industry and overgrown Ottoman cemeteries cordon off the 
area to easy foot traffic.41 Frenetic arterial motorways and train lines bring thousands 
of commuters through the walls daily, but few stop to use the parks and bostans (pub-
lic gardens) that now run parallel to the ramparts as Prost had hoped they would. 

The Panorama 1453 Museum sits in a public park facing the Theodosian 
walls. Patrons pay admission and then walk through a floor dedicated to providing 
historical context for the Ottoman conquest before climbing a spiral staircase to the 
domed room where the painting itself is. The mural depicts the walls roughly from 
the perspective of someone sitting on top of the Panorama 1453 Museum looking at 
the real thing. Viewers are thus given the illusion of being transported in time, but not 
space, to the medieval battle. Upon entering the room, patrons find themselves on a 
platform surrounded by real cannons, mortars, axes, and weaponry. In the “distance” 
they see the spot where the walls have been compromised and Ottoman troops are 
rushing in. There is no doubt in the painting as to who the victors are, but danger still 
remains. Flaming, meteor-like projectiles descend from above, one dramatically im-
molating Ottoman troops next to the viewing platform. Finally, just before returning to 
the staircase, viewers catch a glimpse of the young conqueror, Mehmet II, surveying 
the battle from his white horse, extending his hand as if he were a conductor orches-
trating the victory that has unfolded.

One wonders why the state would devote the energy to project this historical 
narrative through a medium that fell into obscurity after the rise of cinema at the be-
ginning of the twentieth century.42 A glance at the history of the medium suggests that 
the Panorama 1453 Museum operates within the intellectual tradition of panorama 
painting and pursues similar ends.

Chief among the themes explored by the first panorama painters at the close 
of the eighteenth century was urban cityscapes. Several historians have argued that 
the panoptic gaze of panorama paintings afforded viewers an opportunity to acquire 
dominion over the rapidly expanding and industrializing urban environment of the 
18th and 19th centuries.43 As we have seen, Islamists in the later twentieth century per-
ceived Istanbul as a city again under siege, this time from the Kemalist military. The 
panorama proved a strategic medium for the AKP to reassert power over the “lost” city 
40) Çinar, Modernity, 102.
41) Bütüner, 158.
42) Bernard Comment, The Painted Panorama, (Abrams: New York, 1999), 67.
43) Boyer, 311; Comment, 8.
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by putting it under the surveying gaze of Mehmet II.

Eighteenth and nineteenth century panorama paintings, like the Panorama 
1453 Museum, were generally accessible to most middle class citizens. This general 
audience afforded the state the opportunity to condition the subjectivities of its citi-
zens by presenting intentional views of places and historical events. The panoramas 
thereby created a shared public experience of the space represented. Further, as Denise 
Oleksijczuk has argued, the immersive quality of the experience denies viewers the 
space for critical reflection. Instead, they are awestruck by the realism of the work, 
which lends it a sense of veracity or neutral matter-of-factness.44 

The propagandistic potential of panorama paintings was explored from the 
medium’s very inception. Robert Barker, who acquired a patent for the panorama in 
1787, created his first panorama a year later: a view of Edinburgh.45 Ostensibly a neu-
tral subject, Oleksijczuk has cogently explicated how the painting’s subject and corre-
sponding key for viewing contained subtle references to Scottish Jacobitism.46 Many 
of the first panoramas were of battles that had recently transpired. This presented 
designers with the opportunity to downplay the military reputation of the opposing 
belligerent.47 Napoleon was reportedly so taken with the potential of panoramas to 
condition public opinion that he proposed the construction of seven panoramas along 
the Champs-Elysées to represent great French Revolutionary and Republican military 
victories.48 

The fact that Panorama 1453 bills itself as a museum is also significant. In 
his study of identity formation in Southeast Asia, Benedict Anderson has noted how 
colonizers used museums as loci for the appropriation of colonial subjects’ history in 
the form of “artifacts” and “antiquities,” thereby controlling access to the past. The 
potency of this strategy, Anderson adds, was exploited equally by the oppressive post-
independence regimes that replaced colonial powers.49 Hans Haacke has similarly ex-
pounded on the coercive potential of museums, noting that they play an important role 
in the construction of opinion, in part because they usually present themselves as non-
aligned educational centers despite serving obviously politically-motivated donors.50 
Reflecting on the role of museums and other repositories of historic images to shape 
public memory, Boyer states that “…these visual icons, once stored and classified 
are available for the appropriations and recycling of later generations. These collec-
tions bracket history from their own point of view, recomposing the artifact’s context 
44) Denise Blake Oleksijczuk, The First Panoramas: Visions of British Imperialism, (University of 
Minnesota Press: Minneapolis, 2011), 8, 10.
45) Oleksijczuk, 1.
46) Oleksijczuk, 49.
47) Comment, 30.
48) Stephan Oettermann, The Panorama: History of a Mass Medium, (Zone Books: New York, 1997), 152.
49) Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, 
(Verso: New York, 2006), 181-183.
50) Hans Haacke, “Museums: Managers of Consciousness,” Hipercroquis, Published online Oct, 17, 
2006, Accessed March 9, 2012, <http://hipercroquis.net/2006/10/17/hans-haacke-museums-managers-of-
consciousness/> 
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through a network of references and comparative rereadings that resituate the past in 
the present.”51

One need not go to the Theodosian walls to absorb the history that the AKP 
is sponsoring. The Panorama 1453 Museum projects its vision of Ottoman history 
over virtual space through various websites. On one such site, viewers can navigate 
an interactive online panorama image of the painting.52 On the museum’s official web-
site, visitors can see images of Turkish President Abdullah Gül and Prime Minister 
Erdoğan touring the facility.53 The “About Us” page contains of an image of Erdoğan 
at the museum’s ribbon cutting ceremony. The surrounding text suggests that by visit-
ing the museum, visitors will “be shocked for 10 seconds” by the hyperrealism of the 
image. As if to offer a jab to the preceding administrations, the text adds that “[t]his 
area, which 14 years ago was a bus terminal, is today the location of Topkapi Cultural 
Park.”54

Since the museum’s opening, the image of the 1453 Siege on Constantinople, 
and Ottoman cultural references in general, have remained potent symbols in Turk-
ish popular culture. Last year, Faruk Aksoy’s film Fetih 1453 (Conquest 1453) won 
popular acclaim (not least from Prime Minister Erdoğan) for its depiction of Mehmet 
II’s siege.55 More recently, controversy erupted around prominent real estate devel-
oper Ali Ağaoğlu’s plan to turn one of Istanbul’s few remaining forested hills into 
a large scale apartment high rise and shopping mall complex. Project 1453, as it was 
called, boasted a 1,453 meter-long, shop-lined thoroughfare.56 Commercials for the 
plan included Ağaoğlu himself riding into the forest on a white horse, surveying his 
prospective development as Mehmet II might have.

The Panorama 1453 Museum evinces the centrality of place, memory, and 
history in discussions of Turkish national identity. Place-making has long figured into 
the policing of identity in Istanbul, whether it was the construction of Atatürk -cen-
tered public squares or Menderes restoring Ottoman tombs. The Panorama 1453 Mu-
seum contributes to this corpus. Further, the museum demonstrates the AKP’s claim 
to historical legitimacy through its appropriation of this foundational moment in Ot-
toman history. Panorama paintings, from their inception, have been useful tools in 
shaping public opinion by offering the general masses access to panoptic gazes of 
strategically chosen places and events. The museum invites viewers to re-envision the 
old city of Istanbul, with the Theodosian walls as metonym, integrated into a broader 
historical narrative of Turkish history and imbued with Ottoman and Islamic valences.
51) Boyer, 69-70.
52) http://www.3dmekanlar.com/en/panorama-1453.html 
53) No Name. “Gallery.” İBB Kültür A.Ş. Panorama 1453 Fetih Müzesi. Panorama 1453 Tarih Müzesi. 
Accessed 15 February, 2013. http://www.panoramikmuze.com/en/gallery.php
54) No Name. “About Us.” İBB Kültür A.Ş. Panorama 1453 Fetih Müzesi. Panorama 1453 Tarih Müzesi. 
Accessed 15 February, 2013.  http://www.panoramikmuze.com/en/category.php?id=1
55) No Name. “Conquest 1453 (2012)” IMDb, Accessed 15 February, 2013. http://www.imdb.com/title/
tt1783232/
56) No Name. “Ağaoğlu Maslak 1453 İstanbul” Ağaoğlu Maslak 1453 İstanbul, Accessed 15 February, 
2013. http://www.maslak1453.com/


